Niche construction is the process by which organisms can alter the ecological environment for themselves, their descendants, and other species. As a result of niche construction, differences in selection pressures may be inherited across generations. Homophily, the tendency of like phenotypes to mate or preferentially associate, influences the evolutionary dynamics of these systems. Here we develop a model that includes selection and homophily as independent culturally transmitted traits that influence the fitness and mate choice determined by another focal cultural trait. We study the joint dynamics of a focal set of beliefs, a behavior that can differentially influence the fitness of those with certain beliefs, and a preference for partnering based on similar beliefs. Cultural transmission, selection, and homophily interact to produce complex evolutionary dynamics, including oscillations, stable polymorphisms of all cultural phenotypes, and simultaneous stability of oscillation and fixation, which have not previously been observed in models of cultural evolution or gene-culture interactions. We discuss applications of this model to the interaction of beliefs and behaviors regarding education, contraception, and animal domestication.
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mathematical model | cultural evolutionary dynamics | human evolution | assortative mating T hroughout history, humans have dramatically modified their ecological niche, for example by constructing densely populated settlements, using agriculture, and domesticating animals. This niche construction, which has involved major cultural changes, has influenced our own evolution and that of other species (1) (2) (3) (4) by affecting the selective forces that act on human populations. A classic example of this gene-culture coevolution is the spread of dairy farming through Europe and the corresponding increase in the allele frequency of the lactase persistence gene, which enables humans to digest milk into adulthood (5-9). Less widely studied is the evolutionary pressure that one culturally transmitted behavior can exert on another cultural trait, either by altering the rate of transmission or the fitnesses of variants of the latter; this has been called cultural niche construction (4, 10) .
Assortative mating (homophily), where individuals that share a trait are more likely to mate with one another (11-14), and fitness differences may both affect the evolutionary trajectory of a population. In a previous model of cultural niche construction (15), we considered two dichotomous cultural traits, one that determined a cultural phenotype and one niche-constructing trait that controlled the level of selection and assorting on the other trait. In that model, assorting and selection could induce complex evolutionary dynamics, including stable polymorphisms and multiple simultaneously stable equilibria. Polymorphisms were only possible when the three evolutionary forces in the model interacted: fitness differences between phenotypes, assortative mating, and non-Mendelian transmission of at least one trait. The two elements of cultural niche construction in that model-the levels of selection and assorting-were controlled by the same trait. One cultural trait affected both the fitness and mating preferences of individuals with variants of another cultural (or genetic) trait; for example, religious beliefs, intergenerational wealth transfer, number of children desired, and socioeconomic status may be linked to numerous other traits and may affect both mate choice and fertility (12, (16) (17) (18) (19) .
Here, we use a model of vertical cultural transmission of three dichotomous traits to explore the evolutionary consequences of assortative mating and selection as independent culturally transmitted forces. In this model, separate culturally transmitted traits alter the strength of selection and level of assorting on the focal trait through cultural niche construction. Earlier models of cultural transmission and cultural niche construction have generally incorporated either assortative mating or selection, but not both (10, (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Through niche construction, organisms alter evolutionary pressures that are exerted via ecological, or cultural, changes (1, 2, 4, (27) (28) (29) (30) . These pressures may be inherited via cultural transmission or ecological inheritance (31). In addition, mating preferences can also influence evolutionary dynamics, and if these two forces are culturally transmitted independently, we can assess the relative contributions of each to cultural evolutionary dynamics. The models of vertical cultural transmission described below include Mendelian genetic transmission as a special case. The three forces in this model-trait transmission, selection pressures, and assortative mating-are relevant to both gene-culture coevolution and human beliefs and behaviors. We find that one of these forces usually dominates the dynamics, and a single phenotype approaches fixation. However, cultural transmission, selection, and homophily can interact to produce complex dynamics, including stable oscillations and polymorphisms of all phenotypes. Furthermore, homophily and selection act in a balance: Increased assortative mating may lower the selective advantage necessary for a trait to spread in the population.
Materials and Methods
We consider a cultural trait (T) that has two possible states, T and t. Two other dichotomous cultural traits influence the evolution of T: S, a trait with variants S and s that determines the selection on T, and M, a trait with variants M and m that determines the rate at which individuals preferentially mate with those of the same T state. There are eight possible threetrait phenotypes, with population frequencies x i : TSM (x 1 ), TSm (x 2 ), TsM (x 3 ), Tsm (x 4 ), tSM (x 5 ), tSm (x 6 ), tsM (x 7 ), and tsm (x 8 ). The relative fitnesses of T and t depend on S, which determines the selection coefficient σ i (−1 ≤ σ i ≤ 1), where i = 1 represents S and i = 2 represents s. Phenotypes TSM and TSm have fitness 1 + σ 1 and phenotypes TsM and Tsm have fitness 1 + σ 2 , whereas all t phenotypes have fitness 1.
The M trait determines assortative mating (homophily) parameters, namely the probabilities of departure from random mating. We define a choosing parent (the first member of the mating pairs listed in Table S1 ), whose M state dictates the probability that this phenotype will preferentially mate with an individual of the same T state. A fraction (α i ) of individuals mate preferentially with individuals of the same T state (0 ≤ α i ≤ 1, where i = 1 refers to M and i = 2 refers to m), whereas the remaining fraction (1 − α i ) mate randomly.
There are 64 possible mating pairs for the eight phenotypes; the frequency of each pair is given in Table S1 . For individuals of different T states, the mating frequency is the product of the frequency of each phenotype multiplied by the probability that this phenotype mates at random, (1 − α i ). The mating frequency for individuals of the same T state is the sum of the probability that the individuals mate at random [the product of the frequency of each parent's phenotype multiplied by (1 − α i )] and the probability that the individuals mate assortatively (the product of α i and the frequency of each parent's phenotype divided by the total frequency of the parents' T state).
We assume that T, S, and M are transmitted vertically and independently and specify the probabilities that each type of offspring is produced by each mating, expressed in terms of the probabilities b i , c i , and d i for i = {0, 1, 2, 3} shown in Table 1 , which are assumed to be constant and between 0 and 1. The offspring probabilities from each of the 64 possible matings are obtained by multiplying the corresponding probabilities from each column of Table 1 . For example, a TSM individual paired with a TSm individual will produce TSM offspring with probability b 3 c 3 d 2 and TSm offspring with probability b 3 c 3 (1 − d 2 ). If b 0 = 0 and b 3 = 1, then there is no cultural mutation from one T state to another: Two T parents will always produce T offspring and two t parents will always produce t offspring. These transmission parameters could take special values that represent Mendelian inheritance, for example, if b 0 = 0, b 1 = b 2 = 0.5, and b 3 = 1, then the T/t dichotomy can be regarded as genetic. However, if b 3 < 1 (or b 0 > 0), two T parents can produce t offspring (or vice versa). The corresponding statements are true of c i and d i with regard to the S and M traits, respectively.
To compute the frequency of a given phenotype in the next generation, each mating frequency is multiplied by the probability that the mating produces offspring of that phenotype and the sum taken over all 64 possible mating combinations. Selection, specified by parameters σ 1 and σ 2 , then operates on these offspring. The relative fitness of T and t individuals depends on S: The relative fitness of TS individuals is represented by 1 + σ 1 , Ts individuals by 1 + σ 2 , and t individuals by 1. The full recursions, giving x′ i , the phenotype frequencies in the next generation, in terms of x i in the current generation, are given in SI Text, Recursions. Equilibria are solutions of x′ i = x i for i = {1, 2, 3, . . ., 8}, and the number and stability of equilibria depend on the values of the parameters. Notably, isolated equilibria are not the only possible evolutionary outcomes; we also observe apparently stable oscillations in phenotype frequencies.
We used numerical iteration to explore evolutionary dynamics across the parameter space. Multiple initial phenotype frequencies (one near fixation of each of the eight phenotypes and one with all phenotypes present) were tested for a subset of parameter sets. For 85% of these parameter sets, the system approached the same fixed point from all initial values; for most of the remaining parameter sets, multiple stable fixed points were observed. Very rarely, an internal polymorphism or oscillation in phenotype frequency was approached where all phenotypes were initially present. A single set of initial values was tested for the simulations described below, and parameter sets leading to internal polymorphisms or oscillations were subsequently tested from multiple initial phenotype frequencies. For a given set of parameter values, with all phenotypes initially present (x 1 = 0.13, x 2 = 0.06, x 3 = 0.14, x 4 = 0.17, x 5 = 0.13, x 6 = 0.16, x 7 = 0.14, and x 8 = 0.07) the system in SI Text, Recursions was iterated until convergence. These initial values were chosen to provide opportunities for the stability (or instability) for all of the usual forms of boundary and interior equilibria of the recursions in SI Text, Recursions to be explored. All observed iterations approached either isolated equilibria or apparently stable oscillations. We tested 15.5 million sets of parameters with Mendelian transmission, as defined above, for at least 1 trait and 17 million sets of parameters with non-Mendelian transmission for all traits. In all tested cases, cultural mutation was absent (b 0 , c 0 , d 0 = 0; b 3 , c 3 , d 3 = 1); when cultural mutation was introduced (b 0 , c 0 , d 0 > 0; b 3 , c 3 , d 3 < 1), the system always approached an internal polymorphism. Parameter sets were chosen such that 0
Unless one or more traits were Mendelian, no two parameters had the same value. Each set was tested with the initial values of x i listed above and iterated until convergence. For parameter sets that resulted in oscillation or polymorphism, we also iterated the system from nine initial values of the frequency vector x = (x 1 , x 2 . . ., x 8 )-one near fixation of each of the eight phenotypes and one with all phenotypes present-and examined the equilibrium, if any, approached from each starting vector. We also calculated the three pairwise cultural disequilibria and the third order cultural disequilibrium of the system (SI Text, Cultural Disequilibria, Fig. S1 , and Tables S2 and S3) .
T and t coexisted at equilibrium for two transmission types, and we chose a set of parameters from each: T, M non-Mendelian, and S Mendelian (Fig. 1) ; and T, S, and M, all non-Mendelian (Fig. 2) . For both types of parameters, we assessed the sensitivity to changes in selection, assorting, and transmission by varying pairs of parameters in turn. For a given parameter set, α 1 and α 2 were incremented by 0.02 in the interval from 0 to 1, resulting in 51 tested values per parameter and 2,601 possible pairwise combinations of α 1 and α 2 . With α 1 and α 2 at their values in the original parameter set, this test was repeated for b 1 and b 2 , c 1 and c 2 , and d 1 and d 2 . Because the selection parameters were tested in the range −1 ≤ σ i ≤ 1, we incremented σ 1 and σ 2 by 0.04 to obtain 51 tests. For each combination of parameters, from initial phenotype frequencies near fixation of T: x= (0.2, 0.3, 0.19, 0.24, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025), the phenotype frequencies after 100,000 generations were recorded. In all cases, the population either approached a stable equilibrium or entered an apparent limit cycle in which the phenotype frequencies oscillated with a stable amplitude and period. To determine whether a stable equilibrium was approached for a given parameter set, we calculated the sum of the absolute values of the differences in phenotype frequencies (x 1 -x 8 ) between the last iterated generation and those of each of the 50,000 previous generations P x − x end . The largest of these differences from the endpoint was recorded for each set of parameters. This number was near zero if the system approached equilibrium by 50,000 generations and was positive if the system oscillated. The convergence results for the selected parameter sets are in Figs. 1 and 2 , where the colors listed in the legends represent different outcomes for the dynamics.
Results
If selection, assortative mating, and cultural mutation were all absent (
, the system approached fixation of the phenotype favored by cultural transmission (Table S4) . If selection and assortative mating were present, and T, S, and M all conform to Mendelian transmission, one T state approached fixation in all tested cases and selection dictated the phenotype(s) approached at equilibrium; varying the assorting parameters did not alter the equilibrium approached (SI Text, Results in Specific Parameter Regimes). We examined 15.5 million parameter sets, sampling each combination of cultural and Mendelian inheritance of traits (Mendelian inheritance of T and S, T and M, S and M, only T, only S, and only M). There were no cases in which all eight phenotypes persisted. When S and M were both Mendelian and T was culturally transmitted, T approached fixation in every case tested. 
When only S was Mendelian (c 1 , c 2 = 0.5), both T and t (but not all eight possible phenotypes) persisted in 200 cases. When only S was Mendelian, certain parameter sets led to phenotype frequency oscillations resembling exact cycles. In 392 cases, one S state approached fixation and the remaining four phenotypes appeared to enter a cycle. By varying elements of a parameter set that produced these oscillations, we explored the relative influences of transmission, assorting, and selection ( Fig. 1) . Oscillation (displayed in light gray in Fig. 1 ) was approached for more parameter sets than a stable fixed point with T and t present (shown in yellow). However, both outcomes are rare for the range of parameters tested: Stable polymorphism of T occurred in ∼0.01% of the 1,327,104 parameter sets investigated when S was Mendelian but T and M were not, and oscillations occurred in 0.025% of these parameter sets. In what follows, we refer to these oscillations as cycles, even though, as discussed below, they may not be perfect cycles. With non-Mendelian inheritance of all traits, 17 million combinations of parameters were tested and the system was iterated to 100,000 generations for each. Of these, 1,019 resulted in the persistence of both T and t but not all eight phenotypes, whereas 308 resulted in a stable complete polymorphism. In addition, 3,151 resulted in oscillating phenotype frequencies; in 16% of these, all eight phenotypes were present, and in 84%, only a subset of phenotypes was present. These complex dynamics were not observed when cultural transmission was constrained to be near Mendelian values for all traits (0. Two parameters at a time were varied from a parameter set that produced a stable polymorphism, and the results were consistent with the broader assessment of the parameter space reported above: Boundary equilibria were the most common results of exploring the parameter space, and regions of the parameter space that resulted in cycling were larger than those that produced polymorphisms. In the transmission of the T trait, a polymorphism was approached when ∼0.2 < b 1 < ∼0.4 and b 2 < ∼0.2 ( Fig. 2A) . In the transmission of S, polymorphisms were observed when c 1 and c 2 were near the center of their ranges (Fig. 2B) . Only small regions of the (d i , α i , and σ i ) parameter spaces produced a polymorphism (Fig. 2 C-E) . For all parameters varied, oscillations (light gray in Fig. 2 ) were approached for more parameter combinations than polymorphisms. With the cultural transmission held constant, increasing homophily lowered the fitness advantage necessary for T to approach fixation (Fig. 2F) , a relationship that was not unique to this set of parameters (SI Text, Results in Specific Parameter Regimes).
In a third of parameter sets that led to complete polymorphisms (as in Fig. 3A ), all tested initial phenotype frequencies led to the same polymorphic equilibrium. In the remaining cases, simultaneous stability of fixation in a single phenotype and a full polymorphism was observed (Fig. 3B) . As with polymorphisms, an apparently stable cycle (Fig. 3C ) may be approached from all initial phenotype frequencies when all traits are present, or the cycle may have a domain of attraction that only includes a subset of these initial conditions (Fig. 3D) . In 70% of parameter sets leading to apparent cycles, all tested initial conditions led to cycling, and in the remaining 30%, a subset of initial conditions led to stable equilibria. In 17% of apparent cycles, all eight phenotypes cycled, and in the remaining 83%, S approached fixation and the four corresponding phenotype frequencies oscillated. The period of these cycles was usually between 30 and 1,000 generations, but a few cases were also observed with periods longer than 10,000 generations (Fig. S3 ). The amplitude of the cycles varied widely; certain phenotypes approached fixation and then crashed to near extinction, coming to within 10 −8 of each (Fig. S3) . In these cases, stochastic processes in finite populations would likely lead to extinction of these phenotypes, terminating the cyclic dynamics. To test the robustness of these cycles to stochastic extinction, we iterated each parameter set leading to oscillations with an imposed phenotype frequency threshold, such that any x i < 0.001 was set to zero. For just over half of the parameter sets tested (50.2%), phenotypes that were forced to extinction could be regenerated by mating between existing phenotypes, and the complex dynamics were robust to this perturbation.
These cycles persisted for as long as computationally feasible to iterate and were stable to perturbation. We note, however, that the phenotype frequencies in one period of the cycle do not precisely match those in another period. Strictly speaking, these are aperiodic cycles because we do not observe a time ω such that x i (τ + ω) is exactly equal to x i (τ) during these oscillations. To exclude potential numerical artifacts introduced by iterating the recursions in double-precision floating-point format (∼16 significant digits), we evaluated the recursions symbolically for a subset of parameter sets leading to oscillation. With rounding errors eliminated, both the oscillations and the deviations in phenotype frequencies between cycles persisted: Differences in phenotype frequencies between periods cannot be attributed to numerical error.
Discussion
In cultural niche construction, a culturally transmitted trait alters the evolutionary dynamics of another trait, which can be either genetic or cultural (10). Here, the focal trait T can be affected by two other traits: S, which affected the relative fitness of T and t, and M, which influenced the degree to which individuals prefer to mate with others of the same T state. The evolutionary dynamics of T thus resulted from interactions among the rates of transmission of T (b i ), S (c i ), and M (d i ); the amount of assortative mating (α i ); and the selection pressures (σ i ).
In the model, any of the three traits may be Mendelian, and the resulting gene-culture coevolutionary system can be compared with a fully cultural system. In general, with one or more Mendelian traits, the system always approached fixation in T or t. However, when S was Mendelian but T and M were transmitted culturally, complex dynamics were possible. In some cases, one S state approached fixation but T and M were polymorphic. In other cases, the system entered an apparent limit cycle in which S approached fixation but four phenotype frequencies oscillated in a stable pattern. Only when all transmission was vertical (see SI Text, Horizontal Transmission of T and Table S5 for a discussion of horizontal transmission of T) and nonMendelian-and selection and assorting were both presentwere complete polymorphisms or stable cycles of all eight phenotypes observed.
The homophily parameters (α i ), set by M, represented the degrees to which individuals mate assortatively with those of the same T state; the level of homophily could interact with selection and influence the equilibrium frequency of both T and S (Fig. S4) . 
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.32, and σ 2 = −0.72, all phenotypes persist in the population, and the equilibrium is stable to perturbation (x 1 ≈ 0.1154, x 2 ≈ 0.11246, x 3 ≈ 0.00716, x 4 ≈ 0.00166, x 5 ≈ 0.1845, x 6 ≈ 0.0248, x 7 ≈ 0.4934, and x 8 ≈ 0.0606). The number of generations is given on the x axis and the phenotype frequency on the y axis. (B) Each corner of the cube indicates fixation of the phenotype listed, and interior points indicate the presence of multiple phenotypes. With parameters as in A, the system was iterated from various initial frequencies and arrows indicate the equilibrium approached from each. From some starting points within the cube, the system approaches fixation of tsM, indicated by green arrows. From other points, the system approaches a complete polymorphism at the pink square, indicated by pink arrows. (C) With the parameter set
.56, and σ 2 = 0.33, S approaches fixation and four phenotypes oscillate in frequency. (D) With parameters as in C, some initial phenotype frequencies lead to fixation of TSM, indicated by red arrows. Other initial conditions lead to a stable cycle of phenotype frequencies with S fixed, represented by dark blue arrows, and the oscillation cycle is illustrated by thicker blue arrows near the tSM vertex.
Moreover, for a given set of transmission rates, an increase in homophily could reduce the selective advantage necessary for a trait to approach fixation ( Fig. 2 and SI Text, Results in Specific Parameter Regimes). The transmission of M (d 1 , d 2 ) and the degree of homophily (α i ) also interacted in those parameter regimes that produced polymorphic equilibria and oscillations (Figs. 1 and 2). However, when M approached fixation, the identity of the M state in the population at equilibrium was dictated by its
In contrast, T and S were more directly affected by selection, and traits were able to approach fixation when they were not directly favored by transmission. In other words, the evolution of T and S could be affected by the interaction with homophily, but the evolution of homophily itself (M) seemed to depend primarily on the transmission rates of its two forms (
In population genetic and ecological models, stable cycles have often been observed; examples include predator-prey dynamics (32), the battle of the sexes (33), Red Queen dynamics (34), genomic imprinting (35), and interactions between recombination and natural selection (36, 37). In two-locus, two-allele symmetric viability models, small parameter ranges were shown by Hastings (36) to give rise to cyclic dynamics rather than isolated fixed points. Cycles have been observed in cultural evolution models, as well. For example, if cultural mutation is high (b 0 >> b 3 ), offspring of each generation reject the cultural traits of their parents' generation and a stable cycle results (7, 38). Limit cycles are also found in models for the evolution of learning in changing environments (39, 40) and models of cultural evolution by sexual selection (41).
The cycles observed in our model were different from those described by Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman (38): Here, cultural mutation is absent and cyclic dynamics were driven by the interaction of cultural transmission, selection, and assorting. The observed phenotype frequencies appeared to oscillate ad infinitum, cycles could be approached from numerous initial conditions, and there was no evidence of bifurcation. However, the phenotype frequencies appeared not to recur exactly in each apparent period of the oscillation, differing by ≤10 −5 between adjacent periods. Over long timescales, the period of oscillation did not appear to be a discrete number of generations. The oscillations can be dramatic, covering the space very close to fixation and very close to loss of a phenotype. Unlike the expanding cycles shown by Kesten (42) in a model of extreme segregation distortion, the oscillations here appeared to be extremely close to periodic. The interaction of the three forces presented in this modelcultural transmission, selection pressures, and assortative matingcan give rise to unique and complex evolutionary dynamics.
Our model can represent the dynamics of cultural evolution resulting from the interaction between beliefs and behaviors. Human culture has been defined as ideational, namely as "systems of shared ideas" (ref. 43, p. 68; see also refs. 9 and 44), but behaviors and practices may also be culturally transmitted and hence subject to evolution (38). Here, we can model the interaction of these if we interpret T as a set of beliefs, S as a behavior that can differentially influence the fitness of those with certain beliefs, and M as a preference for partnering based on similar beliefs.
Suppose T represents a set of beliefs about the importance of education: T represents a cultural emphasis on education, including the belief that women should receive secondary education; t represents no such emphasis. Let S represent the practice of delaying childbirth until after schooling is finished; S individuals prefer to wait to complete their education before reproducing and s individuals have no such preference. M indicates the preference for partnering with individuals with similar beliefs about education, whereas m represents no such preference (α 2 = 0). We approximate α 1 , the rate of assortment on beliefs about education, using published homophily estimates for level of education, α 1 ≈ 0.3-0.4 (17, 45). Secondary education itself is correlated with lower fertility (46), but the causation is complicated. In one study, childbearing impeded educational attainment more than education reduced fertility (47), but most individuals in that study had completed secondary school. A culturally transmitted preference to delay childbirth until after education is thus considered here as a separate trait. In this application of our model, delaying reproduction until after education (S) will lower the fertility of those who continue schooling into their reproductive years (T), whereas the behavior of delaying fertility until after education might not alter the fitness of those who are unlikely to enter or complete secondary education (t). It follows that TS individuals will have the fewest offspring (0 > σ 2 > σ 1 ). Education is correlated with certain fitness benefits, including decreased infant mortality and increased access to health care (48-50), but in several countries fertility is estimated to be lower among women who have completed secondary school (compared with those who complete primary school), with a range of 30-51% fewer children on average (46, 51). Here, individuals who combine a belief in the importance of secondary education (T) and a preference for completing school before childbirth (S) leave fewer offspring. Our model predicts that, to persist in the population, T and S must be culturally transmitted much more often than t and s. When b 1 + b 2 (transmission of T in mixed T/t matings) and c 1 + c 2 (transmission of S in mixed S/s matings) are sufficiently large, T and S can approach fixation in the population (Fig. 4) . Because homophily lowers the selective advantage necessary for a trait to approach fixation when a different trait is favored by cultural transmission, the human tendency to assort by education level (17, 45) acted to increase the transmission levels of T and S that were necessary for the belief in education or the practice of delaying childbirth to spread in the population. In this framework, we have excluded cultural mutation (b 0 , c 0 > 0, b 3 , c 3 < 1), which would entail a belief in education or the preference for delaying childbirth when one's parents do not possess these traits and which could also shift the balance in favor of education or delayed childbirth. With or without cultural mutation, strong encouragement that enhances transmission of these cultural beliefs and behaviors is necessary for the persistence of these traits.
The interaction between cultural beliefs and behaviors regarding contraception also has evolutionary implications. Consider T to be the belief that contraception is an acceptable practice and t to be the belief that it is not. Let S represent the practice of using contraception and s represent natural control of fertility. Belief and practice are separated here to reflect the Fig. 4 . Transmission of cultural traits relevant to education and fertility. In the education application, the phenotype that approaches fixation depends on the relationship between the transmission of T and the transmission of S. Here,
56, σ 1 = −0.43, and σ 2 = −0.22. The fixation of both the belief in the importance of secondary education and the preference for completing education before childbirth (TS, shown in dark blue) is only approached when transmission is high for both traits. This parameter regime can also be applied to the belief that contraception is an acceptable practice (T) and the practice of using contraception (S).
fact that cultural taboos, as well as misinformation, high costs, and limited access to medical care, may inhibit the practice of contraception even among those who believe it is acceptable; in addition, individuals may use contraception altough they have a cultural or religious belief opposing its use. In this framework, TS individuals exhibit both the belief in and use of contraception, so fertility should be lowest in this group. As with education, the use of (and access to) contraception may be correlated with certain fitness and health benefits, but the net effect is a reduction in the number of children. Compared with countries with restricted access, fertility is 61% lower in countries with unrestricted access to contraception (52). Finally, let M represent the preference for partnering with individuals with similar beliefs about contraception and m represent no such preference. If beliefs regarding contraception's acceptability align with other cultural beliefs, concerning, for example, the roles of community or religion, then α 1 could be quite high (53). As with education, cultural transmission promoting the use of and access to contraception is necessary for the persistence of these traits in the population (Fig. 4) .
The model presented here may also be applied to the spread of cattle domestication and adult milk consumption, which has been described as a gene-culture coevolutionary process whereby the domestication of cattle changed the relative fitness of individuals with the lactase persistence gene (LCT), which enables the digestion of milk in adulthood (6, 8, 9, 30, 54). As these two traits coevolve, the genetic trait of lactase persistence can also alter the fitness advantage of raising cattle because dairying individuals with the ability to digest lactose in adulthood will have access to a reliable nutrition source without digestive side effects. T is the culturally transmitted practice of dairying; T individuals raise cattle and t individuals do not. The S allele confers lactase persistence, whereas s individuals lack the ability to digest lactose after childhood. The S allele confers a fitness advantage on individuals who raise dairy cattle (T), but gives little or no advantage to individuals without access to milk (t). Raising cattle confers a fitness advantage to T individuals over t, and the S state should provide T individuals with an additional fitness benefit due to increased access to a consistent food source. M represents a preference for pairing with an individual of the same T state. M indicates homophily based on cattle domestication or herding in general, and m represents no such preference. If the combination of dairying (T) and lactase persistence (S) has the highest relative fitness (σ 1 > σ 2 ), the assorting preference is stronger for individuals who raise cattle than those who do not (α 1 > α 2 ), and the S trait has Mendelian transmission, the model predicts that TSM will approach fixation if the transmission of M is greater than the transmission of m (d 1 + d 2 > 1) and TSm will approach fixation if the reverse is true (
only when assortative mating was high (α 1 > 0.64) the transmission of dairying (T) was exceedingly low in the offspring of T and t individuals (b 1 + b 2 < 0.35). Thus, when dairying and the lactase persistence allele are both present, the combination can spread through the population if the offspring of a dairying individual practice dairying even 18% of the time. However, when dairying individuals have higher fitness but overwhelmingly produce nondairying offspring, the dynamics become complex, leading to fluctuating levels of dairying in the population.
It should be noted that in our T S M model, Mendelian transmission refers to haploid genetics, and evolution of haploids generally does not result in maintenance of polymorphism in the absence of mutation. Thus, a more accurate depiction of the dairying-lactose absorption example would include diploid rather than haploid genetics. Diploidy introduces several complications (7). With diploid genetics, a recent analysis of correlations between relatives for a dichotomous phenotype with a genetic component can be placed in the framework of the model studied here (26). Again consider a dichotomous trait T/t whose transmission to offspring depends on the phenotypes of the parental couple and the diploid genotype of the offspring. There are then six phenogenotypes TAA, TAa, Taa, tAA, tAa, taa. The transmission rule is shown in Table 2 , where the parameter δ is the effect of substituting A for a in the genotype, η is the cultural contribution from the combination of parental phenotypes, and β is a baseline value. Assortative mating on the basis of T/t occurs at rate α, which, in terms of our model above, is equivalent to assuming α 1 = α 2 = α. There is no selection, which is equivalent to σ 1 = σ 2 in the model above.
The frequency of T changes over time under the transmission rule of Table 2 and reaches an equilibrium that depends on the frequency p of allele A. At this equilibrium, exact narrow-sense heritability of the phenotypic dichotomy can be computed and compared, for example, to heritability computed from monozygotic and dizygotic twins, or from parent-offspring covariances. For example, if δ = η = 0.2 and α = 0, the true heritability is 0.094, but the twin estimate is 0.035 and the parent-offspring estimate is 0.475. With α = 0.5, these three estimates become 0.127, 0.037, and 0.489, respectively. Thus, in the presence of gene-culture codetermination of trait variation, commonly used heritability estimates can be very far from the true fraction of the total phenotypic variance that is additive and genetic. An often overlooked fact is that these estimates of heriability are sensitive to the allele frequencies (26). In fact, for the same values of δ and η, with α = 0.5, the frequency of 0.2 of allele A gives a true heritability of T/t of almost 0.4, but if the frequency of A is 0.8 the heritability is close to 0.25.
In our model of cultural niche construction, in which one cultural trait can alter the selection pressures on another, we examined the interactions between fitness, assortative mating, and cultural transmission even though these are independently culturally transmitted. By treating a trait that alters selection separately from a trait that modifies assortative mating, we were able to assess the sensitivity of the evolutionary dynamics to changes in each of these two forces separately. We observed complex dynamics, including oscillations, internal polymorphisms, and simultaneous stability of oscillation and fixation that have not previously been seen in models of cultural evolution or gene-culture coevolution. 
For each mating pair, the probability that an offspring is phenotype T is given for each genotype. All transmission probabilities are nonnegative, e.g., 0 ≤ 2η + 2δ + β ≤ 1. 29 
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Recursions
Cultural Disequilibria For the numerical iterations described in Materials and Methods, once the system converged to an equilibrium, the three pairwise cultural disequilibria and the third order cultural disequilibrium were calculated. These are analogous to linkage disequilibria in population genetics. Many of these vanish because many frequencies are zero at equilibrium. We use the transformation in Feldman et al. (1),
Then the cultural disequilibria between pairs of traits and for all three traits can be written as follows:
The pairwise cultural disequilibria range from −0.25 to 0.25, and D TSM can take values between −0.125 and 0.125. When a given trait approached fixation, the cultural disequilibria between that trait and all others also approached zero. For example, if S or s approached fixation but T and M both remained polymorphic at equilibrium, D TM was nonzero but all other disequilibria were zero. Some examples with nonzero D TM values and Mendelian transmission of the S trait are shown in Table S2 . Nonzero values of D TS , D SM , and D TSM were not observed when one or more trait followed Mendelian inheritance patterns.
For all tested parameter sets and initial phenotype frequencies that led to a polymorphism of all traits, the values of pairwise and third order cultural disequilibria were all nonzero. Some examples with particularly high and low values of D TSM are shown in Table S3 . The cultural disequilibria and allele frequencies for assorting and selection parameters that lead to a complete polymorphism are shown in Fig. S1 . 
Results in Specific Parameter
, the system approached fixation of the phenotype that was favored by cultural transmission. For example, if b 1 + b 2 > 1, T was produced by mixed matings more often than t, and T eventually approached fixation (Table S4) ; however, if b 1 + b 2 = 1, the T state was neutral and T and t persisted in their original proportions in the population.
Case 2. No Selection. In the absence of selection (σ i = 0), the system approached fixation of the phenotype favored by cultural transmission even when assortative mating was present (α i > 0). Case 3. Assortative Mating. When homophily was absent (α i = 0), the system approached fixation of a single phenotype, determined by both selection and cultural transmission. When homophily was complete and all mating was nonrandom (α i = 1), a single phenotype also approached fixation. However, with all other parameters kept constant, a different phenotype can approach fixation when homophily was absent from when it is complete. For example, if cultural transmission favors one phenotype but selection favors another, homophily can shift the balance toward the phenotype with a selective advantage. In effect, increased homophily lowered the selective advantage needed for a phenotype to approach fixation. , all tested parameter combinations and initial frequencies result in a system that approaches a single stable polymorphism where all eight phenotypes are present.
Case 5. Mendelian Transmission of All Traits. When T, S, and M all conform to Mendelian transmission, selection dictates the phenotype(s) approached at equilibrium; varying the assorting parameters does not alter the equilibrium approached. There were no cases in which both T and t were present, and there were no 1, 2, . . ., 8) . Instead, when T, S, and M all exhibit Mendelian transmission, one T state approached fixation in all tested cases. The M trait remained neutral; that is, both M states persisted in the population but the proportion of M and m at the equilibrium approached was not stable to perturbation. For example, the population could include both TSM and TSm at equilibrium; if a small number of tsm individuals entered the population near this equilibrium, T and S would eventually return to fixation but the proportion of M/m would not necessarily return to its previous equilibrium value. In contrast, the S trait had two possible outcomes: either it approached fixation, such that both T and S approached fixation in one state, or it was neutral, with both S states persisting in the population. For the example in Fig. 1, if both σ 1 and σ 2 are negative, t fixes and both S/s and M/m persist, leading to four coexisting phenotypes (tSM, tSm, tsM, tsm) in a neutral equilibrium surface. When at least one σ i is positive, TS approaches fixation when σ 1 > σ 2 , so TSM and TSm coexist in a neutral curve, and Ts approaches fixation when σ 2 > σ 1 , so TsM and Tsm coexist in a neutral curve. When cultural transmission, homophily, and selection interact, stable polymorphisms of all eight phenotypes and persistent cycles can exist. However, most combinations of parameters lead to fixation of a single phenotype. An illustration of these typical dynamics is given in Fig. S2 .
Horizontal Transmission of T
We also used this model to investigate cultural niche construction on a horizontally transmitted cultural trait, T, that meets assortatively: the M state of the first member of the pairs listed in Table S1 , namely the choosing individual, dictates the level of assortative meeting (2) , that is, the degree to which an individual of a given T state will preferentially interact with another individual of the same state. If the choosing individual is M, individuals meet randomly with probability 1 − α 1 and meet preferentially with individuals of the same T state with probability α 1 , whereas if the choosing individual is m, individuals meet randomly with probability 1 − α 2 and meet preferentially with individuals of the same T state with probability α 2 . When an individual of phenotype i chooses to interact with another individual, the probabilities that it will retain or change its T state depend on the T state of the latter and are given by the b i of the previous model. Its S and M states do not change. The transmission probabilities for the S and M states reflect that the choosing individual will not change these states after meeting (Table S5 ). The state of the choosing individual's S trait sets the value of the selection coefficient σ i . In each generation, an individual meets with another individual, its cultural trait T is converted with some probability, followed by selection acting on the phenotypes. Using numerical iteration, we tested ∼500,000 combinations of α i , σ i , and b i where i = {1, 2}, with c i and d i given in Table S5 and b 0 = 0 and b 3 = 1.
When T is a horizontally transmitted and subject to assortative meeting, no complete polymorphisms or cycles were found with the tested parameters. Thus, the interaction of vertical transmission of multiple traits, selection pressures, and assorting seems necessary to produce the complex dynamics observed here. With T as the only trait that could be modified through horizontal contact, however, we observed evolutionary patterns that differed from those of the vertical transmission case when t approached fixation. Because S and M are not horizontally transmitted and cultural mutation is not included (b 0 = 0, b 3 = 1), an individual's phenotype does not change when it meets another individual of the same T state. In addition, all t phenotypes have the same relative fitness. Thus, stable equilibria can exist with subsets of phenotypes that were not possible with vertical transmission, such as with three out of the four t phenotypes (for example, tSM, tSm, and tsm are present and tsM is absent). As a result, nonzero values of D SM are possible when t is fixed. .22, α 2 =0.85, b 0 =0, b 1 =0.25, b 2 =0.28, b 3 =1, c 0 =0, c 1 =0.63, c 2 =0.67, c 3 =1, d 0 =0, d 1 =0.29, d 2 =0.86, d 3 =1 , σ 1 =−0.5, σ 2 =0.33
(tSM)
x 6 (tSm) .33 Starting Point: x 1 =0.13, x 2 =0.06, x 3 =0.14, x 4 =0.17, x 5 =0.13, x 6 =0.07, x 7 =0.14, x 8 =0.16 (E) When α 2 and σ 1 were varied, the stable fixation states of both T and S are dependent on selection on TS (σ 1 ) and homophily (α 2 ). Here, T approaches fixation unless TS is selected against and homophily is high. (F) Similarly, when α 2 and σ 2 were varied, the stable fixation states of both T and S are dependent on selection on Ts (σ 2 ) and homophily (α 2 ). 
Mating
Mating frequency
The notation μ i,j indicates the frequency of a mating between a choosing parent of type i and another parent of type j where i,j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . ., 8}. Table S2 . Cultural disequilibria when S/s is fixed 
Tsm tsm
For each set of parameter inequalities, the phenotype that approaches fixation is given.
